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Abstract
The method for assessing the lifetime of structural elements by the criterion of fatigue strength is
improved. It includes tests of laboratory material samples, the positions of the statistical theory of similarity
of fatigue failure, calculation of the stress state by the finite elements method and takes into account the
nature of cyclic loading with variable amplitude. A way for calculating the equivalence coefficient by the
cycles μm is proposed, which takes into account the characteristics of fatigue strength and the cyclogram of
the loading of the machine elements. Mathematical descriptions of integral distribution functions for typical
loading modes (heavy, medium equiprobable, medium normal, light and especially light) are given and on
their basis the corresponding loading cyclograms are obtained. The technique is implemented on the example
of one of the main parts of an axial piston hydraulic machine (APHM) – a cylinder block (CB) made of tin
bronze CuSn12. The possibilities of increasing the working pressure in the APHM by constructive and
technological methods are analyzed. It is shown that in the manufacture of CВ from high-strength antifriction
brass Zn28Mn3Co2, it is possible to increase the operating pressure in the APHM to 40 MPa, which for
heavy duty operation will provide a CВ lifetime more than nine thousand hours.
Keywords: fatigue curve parameters, endurance limit, fatigue fracture similarity equation, typical loading conditions

1. INTRODUCTION
In this work, the lifetime of a part is understood
as its operating time from the beginning of
operation until the onset of the limiting state. The
operating time is determined by the number of load
change cycles NΣ or in units of time tΣ (hours). The
destruction of a part under the influence of cyclic
stresses believed as the limit state. The lifetime is
the main indicator of the reliability of the part. It
installed according to the results of operation
during field tests or at diagnostic stands [1, 2]. Such
methods require a large investment of time and
funds, and at the same time, they do not allow to set
the resource of all critical parts. Therefore, there is
a need primarily identify the most problematic units
or parts of the machine and assess their service life.
The main methods for assessing the lifetime of such
technical objects are:
▪ life time tests (at universal or specialized stands
or during trial operation) [1, 2];
▪ monitoring – forecasting based on the analysis
of statistical data on the functioning of similar
objects, taking into account the conditions of
their work [3, 4];
▪ mathematical modeling of an object, taking into
account regression phenomena during its
operation;
▪ expert analysis;

▪ extrapolation of information about the state of
the object, obtained during its diagnosis.
There are methods of destructive and nondestructive testing (diagnostics).
Destructive testing methods (DT- methods) are
based on bringing the investigated object or its
model to the limit state (destruction, limit wear,
etc.). DT-methods used, in particular, to establish
the mechanical properties of a material.
Non-destructive testing methods (NDTmethods) allow you to check the quality of an
object without compromising its serviceability.
These are ultrasonic flaw detection, vibration
diagnostics,
tensometry and
others.
The
disadvantages of NDT-methods include their
dependence on a large number of factors, the
difficulty of excretion the main signal about the
presence of a malfunction, and in some cases, low
diagnostic accuracy.
The lifetime assessment results are gives out in
statistical or deterministic form. The proposed work
describes the procedure for assessing the lifetime in
a deterministic form using the results of fatigue
tests of laboratory samples and mathematical
modeling of the investigated part.
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2. PROBLEM ANALYSIS AND TASK
STATEMENT
The methods for calculating of machines
lifetime based on the analysis of the service life of
individual parts under non-stationary cyclic loading
is describing, in particular, in works [57]. It is
indicated that in conditions of a multiaxial stress
state, the calculation should be performed using
equivalent stresses, taking into account the gradient
of their change.
At present, fracture mechanics approaches are
also used to establish the lifetime, which belong to
the group of extrapolative methods. For this
purpose, use is made of the Paris equation [8, 9], or
its improved model (Forman-Newman-de Koning),
which is used in software systems NASGRO,
AFGROW and others [10, 11]. These methods are
based on fatigue testing of standard specimens
made from the material of the investigated part,
with sharp notches and of created fatigue cracks (or
on tests of the part itself). The disadvantages of this
group of methods:
▪ it is necessary to be possibility diagnose the
presence of a crack;
▪ it is difficult to determine the geometric
characteristics of the crack - the depth and
shape of its front;
▪ the residual resource is installed only, i.e. the
durability of object is determined.
The lifetime of a part, determined by the
summary quantity of stress change cycles NΣ at the
multilevel loading is most often assessed by a
technique, which based on the linear damage
I

summation

hypothesis

(LDSH):

 ni Ni = 1 ,

i =1

where ni – the operating time at the i-th level; Ni –
durability to fracture along the fatigue curve at the
same level; I – the quantity of loading steps.
To implement of this technique must be given
the equation of the fatigue curve and the stepwise
cyclogram of unsteady loading, built in relative
coordinates σ1i/σ1max–ni/NΣ, where σ1i – the first
principal stress at the i-th level of the cyclogram;
σ1max – its maximum value; ni/NΣ – the relative
duration of the stress σ1i. Such a cyclogram can be
determined by one of the methods indicated in the
introduction. Consequently, as the initial data, it is
necessary to know the parameters of the fatigue
curve and the sizes of a levels of the loading
cyclogram – their height σ1i/σ1max and width ni/NΣ.
In the general case, the dependence of the cyclic
durability N on the value of the alternating first
principal stress σ1 is most often described by the
power equation
σ1m  N = σ mR  NG = 10C ,
(1)
where m and C are parameters; σR – the endurance
limit of the part at a given coefficient of asymmetry
of the cycle R; NG – the abscissa of the breaking

point of the fatigue curve plotted in logσ–logN
coordinates.
The method for calculating NΣ is based on
replacing the actual alternating loading mode,
specified by a multilevel stress cyclogram, with an
equivalent mode with constant stress σЕ and the
quantity of cycles before failure NE. The maximum
value of the first principal stress σЕ=σ1max is taken
as the equivalent stress [12]. From the LDSH and
equation (1), the condition for the equivalence of
these modes follows
I

 σ1mi  ni = σ mЕ  N Е .

i =1

(2)

The relationship between NE and NΣ is
represented as
N Е = μ m N .
(3)
The equivalence coefficient by the cycles μm is
determined taking into account equality (2)
I
 n 
(4)
μ m =  λmi   i  ,
i =1
 N 
where λi=σ1i/σmax=σ1i/σЕ – the relative first principal
stress at the i-th level of the cyclogram.
The equivalent quantity of cycles is determined
from equations (1) and (2) with σ1=σЕ by the
formula
N E = 10 С / σ mE .
(5)
The lifetime of the part is determined from the
formula (3)
N = N E / μ m .
(6)
To calculate the lifetime (6) according to this
method, the coefficient μm should be known. This
coefficient is or assigned or calculated by the
formula (4) in depending on the parameter m. In
engineering calculations, this parameter usually lies
in the range m=3÷25 [12]. For example, when
cyclic bending of parts made of normalized and
improved steels, m=6, for hardened steels, m=9, and
for parts made of cast irons and non-ferrous metals,
recommendations for the purpose of m are not
given. As a result of the conservatism of such
recommendations, the resource value determined by
formula (6) may differ for heavy mode by 1.3÷1.5
times, for light – by 2÷2.5 times.
A common disadvantage of all calculation
methods for determining the resource of parts is
their extrapolation orientation: the greater the
calculated durability NΣ, the greater the error of the
result. The error in determining the calculated value
of NΣ is considered acceptable if it does not exceed
50 % at an accuracy of determining the endurance
limit of up to 12 %. Therefore, the refinement of the
lifetime calculation is an urgent task.
The aim of the work is to improve the
computational methodology for assessing the
lifetime of machine parts operating under uneven
cyclic loading, according to the criterion of fatigue
strength.
To achieve this goal, the following steps must
be completed:
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a) determination of the endurance limit of the
investigated part under a symmetric loading
cycle according to the method of the statistical
theory of similarity of fatigue failure (STSFF)
using the results of fatigue tests of samples, as
well as finding the parameters m and C for this
part of its fatigue curve;
b) adjusting the endurance limit of the part for a
given cycle of stress change, as well as setting
new values for the parameters m and C for it;
c) determination of the maximum value of the first
principal stress σ1max acting in the dangerous
area of the part, which is taken as equivalent;
d) calculation of the equivalence factor by the
cycles μm for a given loading cyclogram;
e) calculation of the lifetimes of the part.
As an example of using the proposed technique,
the life of the cylinder block (CB) of an axial piston
hydraulic machine (APHM) 210.25 is diagnosed
under typical loading conditions. The possibility of
a significant increase in the operating pressure in
the hydraulic machine by the criterion of the CB
fatigue strength is shown.
3. METHOD FOR CALCULATING THE
LIFETIME OF PARTS BASED ON
FATIGUE TESTS OF SAMPLES
The proposed improved method for calculating
the lifetime is determined by the sequential
execution of the steps а–е listed in paragraph 2 and
include the following procedures.
3.1. Step a
The endurance limit of the object under study (it
denoted by the index D) with a symmetric loading
cycle is calculated by the formula [13, 14]
σ−1KV K A
.
(7)
σ −1D =
2 Kt /(1 + θ − ν σ ) + 1/ K F − 1
The medium value of the endurance limit σ −1 is
established from the results of testing smooth
laboratory samples (usually with a diameter of
d0=7.5 mm). Coefficients of a effect of surface
hardening КV, anisotropy КА, of a surface roughness
КF, stress concentration (theoretical) Кt are assigned
according to the recommendations of the standard
[13]. For parts of complex shape, the coefficient Кt
is determined by methods of the theory of elasticity
or finite elements. The coefficient of metal
sensitivity to stress concentration and the influence
of absolute dimensions νσ is calculated using the
fatigue fracture similarity equation, which in
logarithmic coordinates is determined by a linear
relationship [12]
log( ξ − 1) = − ν σlog θ + uР  S ,
(8)
where S – the mean square deviation of the
function log (ξ–1); uР – the quantile of the normal
distribution corresponding to the probability of
destruction P.
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In formula (8), the relative criterion for the
similarity of fatigue fracture [12, 13]
L G
θ= D D ,
(9)
L0 G 0
where the numerator

L G

and denominator

L0 G 0 – respectively the criteria for the similarity
of fatigue failure of the object under consideration
and a smooth laboratory sample with a diameter of
d0=7.5 mm; G and G0 – the relative gradients of
the first principal stress in the zone of its
concentration for the part and the sample,
respectively. The part parameter L is understood as
the length of the perimeter of the dangerous section
or its part, within which the maximum stresses act,
determined for the similarity equation (8) on the
dependence
σ
(10)
ξ = max ,
u
where σ max = σ −1D  K t – the maximum value of
stresses in the zone of their concentration;
u = 0.5σ −1 – the minimum damaging stress, which
is taken equal to half the endurance limit of a
smooth laboratory sample [12]. At these values,
formula (10) takes the form
2σ  K
(11)
ξ = −1D t .
σ−1
The coefficient νσ is the tangent of the slope
between the logθ axis and the log (ξ–1) line. The
sequence for calculating νσ is as follows. At first
according to the results of tests or calculations, we
find several pairs of values ξi and θi for various
standard sizes of samples or parts made from the
material in question. Then is calculate the
corresponding coordinates of the points logθ i,
log(ξi–1). Finally, according to the results of
statistical processing by the least squares method,
the regression line equation log(ξ–1)=νσ logθ is
determined.
Consequently, according to the results of fatigue
tests of samples, the coefficient νσ is determined
analytically and the endurance limit of the part is
calculated using (7) at a symmetric stress cycle.
To find the parameters m and C of equation (1)
of the fatigue curve of the part, the technique
presented in [15] was used. Its essence lies in the
fact that the results of fatigue tests of samples
performed at a symmetric cycle of stress variation
are subject to correction. The values stresses of test
for each j-th sample σ–1Nj (at the obtained values for
it Nj) are decrease on the difference
σ = σ−1 − σ −1D .
(12)
The found stress values σ −1DNj = σ −1Nj − σ are
subjected to linear regression analysis.
As a result, the parameters m and C of its
fatigue curve are determined for the part under
consideration at a symmetric stress cycle. At the
obtained value of m is used to calculate the
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coefficient μm (4), and at the value of C – the
equivalent number cycles NE (5).
3.2. Step b
If the stress cycle of a part has an arbitrary
asymmetry coefficient R, then to calculate its
endurance limit RD one can use any of the limiting
amplitude diagrams (LAD) [16]. For example, one
can apply Soderberg's LAD defined by the equation
σa
σ
(13)
+ m =1 ,
σ−1D σ0.2
where 0.2 – conventional yield strength;
σ a = 0.5(1 − R)σ RD and σ m = 0.5(1 + R)σ RD –
amplitude and average stresses of cycle.
At these values, from formula (13), we
determine the endurance limit of the part, which is
the maximum stress of cycle
2σ −1D  σ0.2
.
(14)
σ RD =
(1 − R)σ −1D + (1 + R)σ0.2
To calculate the parameters of equation fatigue
curve (1), it is necessary to set the limits of
bounded endurance of the part σRDNj at a given
coefficient R. They are determined by formula (14),
in which instead of the endurance limit σ–1D, the
limits of bounded endurance σ–1DNj should be taken
2σ −1DNj  σ 0.2
σ RDNj =
.
(15)
(1 − R )σ −1DNj + (1 + R )σ 0.2
The values calculated according to (15) are
subjected to linear regression analysis to determine
the parameters m and C of the fatigue curve of the
part with the asymmetry coefficient R. If the part
undergoes a symmetrical loading cycle, then step
3.2 is not performed.
3.3. Step c
To assess the resource of the part, the equivalent
stress is used, which is appoint equal to the
maximum value of the first principal stress σЕ=σ1max
[12, 17]. For parts of simple forms (axles, shafts,
etc.) σ1max is calculated quite simply. For parts of
complex configuration, σ1max is determined by
numerical methods, of which the most common is
the finite element method (FEM). This method
makes it easy enough to determine both σ1max and
its gradient [14, 17, 18].
3.4. Step d
Under the operating modes of the machine
specified by the loading cyclogram and the
calculated parameter m of the fatigue curve of the
part under consideration, the coefficient μm is
calculated by the formula (4). However, for many
classes of even the same type of equipment
(agricultural machinery, transport, etc.) the
operating modes are determined by the operating
conditions and may differ significantly. With order
to assess the lifetime, the real modes of loading
such machines by methods of statistical processing
are bring to five typical ones [19].

The integral distribution functions Фk(λ) are
used as a characteristic of loading under typical
modes, where the index k is the conditional number
of the typical mode (1 – heavy, 2 – medium
equiprobable, 3 – medium normal, 4 – light and 5 –
especially light).
The dimensionless argument of this function is
the level of the relative variable load or the relative
stresses proportional to it λ=T/Tmax=σ1/σ1max. Here T
and Tmax – load values, for example, acting and
maximum rotating or bending moments; λ – the
relative first principal stress arising in the
dangerous area of the part under the action of these
loads.
Integral representations of the functions Фk(λ)
for typical loading modes and the calculation
formulas obtained from them are given in Table 1.
In Table 1 denoted: a, b, s – distribution
1

parameters; λ m = 1 −   k (λ)dλ – medium value of
0

the relative load (stress) for a typical modes; Β(a, b)
– Euler's beta-function; erf (z) – the integral of
probabilities.
The graphs obtained according to the
calculation formulas of the Table 1 are shown in
figure 1.
Table 1Typical loading modes
k

Statistical
characteristics
of the modes

1

β-distribution
а=6.8; b=2;
λm=0.77

2

3

4

5

Equiprobable
distribution
λm=0.5
Normal
distribution
s=0.19;
λm=0.5
β-distribution
а=2.2; b=3;
λm=0.42

β-distribution
а=1.8; b=4;
λm=0.31

Function presentation
forms Фk(λ):
integrals* and
calculation formulas**

1 λ a −1
b −1 *
 x (1 − x) dx =
(a, b) 0
= (7.8 − 6.8  λ)  λ6.8 **
λ

 dx *=λ**

0

 ( x − λ3 ) 2  
dx =
2s 2 
= 0.51 + erf (1.860807  (2λ − 1)) **
1

λ

 exp  −
s 2π −


1 λ a −1
b −1 
 x (1 − x) dx =
(a, b) 0
= (6.72 − 9.24λ + 3.52λ2 )  λ2.2 **

1 λ a −1
b −1 
 x (1 − x) dx =
(a, b) 0
= (8.512 − 16 .42 λ + 12.10 λ2 −
− 3.19 λ3 )λ1.8 

The traditional graphics representation of
operating modes is obtained by changing the
position of the coordinate axes: λ – the ordinate,
and Фk(λ) – the abscissa. This procedure is
equivalent to rotating the graphs shown in figure 1
to the left by 90 ° (fig. 2). In this case, the values of
the abscissas Фk(λ) decrease from 1 to 0, which is
unconventional for graphs of functions. Therefore,
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a supplement axis of the relative quantity of cycles
n/NΣ is introduced, having an increasing range from
0 to 1. The argument Фk(λ) is related to the values
of n/NΣ by the dependence
n / N  = 1 −  k (λ) .
(16)
where n is the quantity of cycles corresponding to
the relative load.

discretized with a step  ni

N
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and the values of λi

determined in the middle of each interval. The
function λ(n/NΣ) has a significant gradient in some
parts of the argument changes (fig. 2), therefore, to
ensure the required accuracy, the specified step
must be sufficiently small.
3.5. Step e
After execution of steps 3.13.4 of the
described refined technique, the lifetime of the part
is calculated by the formula (6).
4. CALCULATIONS OF THE CB LIFETIME
OF HYDRAULIC MACHINE
As an example of using the proposed technique,
the lifetime calculation of the CB APHM 210.25
(fig. 3) is performed.

Fig. 1. Graphs of functions Фk (λ) for typical
loading modes: 1 – heavy; 2 – medium
equiprobable; 3 – medium normal; 4 – light;
5 – especially light

Fig. 2. Cyclograms of typical loading
modes
It is not possible to obtain analytical expressions
for describing the curves λ(n/NΣ) (except for line 2,
for which Ф2(λ)=λ and therefore λ=1–n/NΣ). The
ordinates of the remaining curves can be
determined only discretely, numerically solving the
equations Фk(λ)=n/NΣ. For example, for especially
light mode 5 (Table 1) by solving the
transcendental equation
(8.512 − 16.42λ + 12.10λ2 − 3.19λ3 )λ1.8 = n/ N .
The ordinates of the cyclogram are obtained,
λ n / N =0.1 = 0.56168 ; λ n / N =0.2 = 0.46528 .




To calculate the coefficient μm (4), it is
necessary to construct a stepwise cyclogram
loading equivalent to the accepted typical one
(fig. 2). For this purpose, the argument ni/NΣ is

Fig. 3. Drawing CB of APHM 210.25

The increase in the energy efficiency of
hydraulic machines is provided by an increase in
the working pressure. Over the past 40÷50 years,
the working pressure has increased from
12÷16 MPa to 25÷32 MPa, and this trend
continues. An increase in pressure in the APHM
leads to an increase in stresses in their parts. In
result is increases the rate of accumulation of
fatigue damage and reduces the life of those parts in
which stresses change cyclically. As a result, the
probability of failures increases, and about 30 % of
them fall on two main parts, the CB and the
distributor [17, 20, 21]. Wear minimization is
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achieved by using antifriction materials for friction
pairs and improving the quality of the working fluid
(fine filtration, special additives, etc.), [22, 23].
Alloys of copper, bronzes and brasses, have high
antifriction properties. At the same time, bronzes,
especially tin ones, resist wear well. Therefore, the
cylinder block was traditionally made of tin bronze
CuSn12, in which the ultimate strength
σu=320 MPa, the conventional yield strength
σ0.2=180 MPa and the elongation at break δ=12 %
[14].
In APHM 210.25, the nominal discharge
pressure is p=16 MPa, and the drain pressure is
p0=1 MPa [19]. Due to the fact that р0<<р it is
accepted р0=0, then the asymmetry coefficient of
the CB loading cycle will be R=0. Therefore, the
calculation of the endurance limit CB is carried out
in two steps 4.1 and 4.2.

4.2. Calculation by step b
In the process of operation, the stresses in the
CB change almost under zero cycle, that is, R=0,
therefore, the procedure of this stage must
performed. According to the formula (14)
calculated σ0 D =91.3 MPa.
Let us determine for the CB at R=0 the values of
the parameters m and C of equation (1). For this
purpose, the above-described recalculation of the
results of fatigue tests of samples corsetry type
σ −1Nj according to formulas (12) and (15) is used.
The difference according to the formula (12) is
Δσ=110–61.2=48.8 MPa
and
the
value
σ −1DNj = σ −1Nj − 48.8 . Formula (15) is reduced to
the form σ 0 DNj =

2(σ −1Nj − 48.8)  180
σ −1Nj + 131.2

. The obtained

pairs of values lg N j , lg σ 0 DNj were subjected to
4.1. Calculation by step a
To calculate the endurance limit CB using
formula (7), the following values were obtained in
[14]: σ−1 = 110 МПа , Кt=1.28, θ=9.24, КV=1,
КА=0.9, КF=0.99.
The coefficient νσ characterizes the slope of line
(8) to its abscissa axis. To calculate it, a linear
regression analysis of pairs of numbers log θ i and
log( ξ i − 1) , obtained for objects made of CB
material, bronze CuSn12, is performed, table 2.
Table 2. Characteristics of the tested objects made of bronze
CuSn12
Object
types

Kt

σ-1,
σmax by
МPа (10), МPа

Corset
1.014 110
sample [6]
The
sample is 1.737
70
notched [6]
CB APHM
1.28 61.2
210.25

θ

ξ

111.5

0.8785

2.028

121.6

0.1049

2.211

78.3

9.236

1.424

linear regression analysis and the parameters of
equation (1) were determined, m=8.384, C=24.04
(correlation coefficient r = −0.920 ).
4.3. Calculation by step c
The design of the seven-piston CB APHM
210.25 is rather complicated (fig. 4), therefore, the
calculation of its stress state was carried out by the
finite element method (FEM) in the ANSYS
Workbench software complex at a nominal pressure
p=16 MPa. It was found that the greatest stresses
act in the inter-cylinder partition separating two
axial holes loaded by the nominal pressure. The
calculated maximum value of the first principal
stress σ1max=75.4 MPa is taken as the equivalent
stress σЕ (fig. 4).

If the probability P=50 %, then the quantile uP=0
and the regression line equation (8) has the form
log (ξ − 1) = −0.2358  log θ .

(17)

In this case, the value of the correlation coefficient
r= –0.912 was obtained, which indicates a high
connection between the function and its argument in
equation (17). From this equation, the coefficient of
metal sensitivity to stress concentration and to scale
factor was found, νσ=0.2358.
The established coefficient νσ made it possible,
according to equation (7), to determine the endurance
limit of the CB with a symmetric cycle of stress
change, σ−1D = 61.2 MPa.

Fig. 4. Distribution of the first main stress in
the longitudinal section of the inter-cylinder
partition at a nominal pressure p=16 MPa in a
seven-cylinder CB

4.4. Calculation by step d
APHM are used in many types of machine units
and can work under various conditions loading. To
determine the equivalence coefficient over the
cycles μm (4) are must know: the parameter m of the
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power-law equation (1) and the loading cyclogram
presented in a stepwise form. The value m=8.384
was obtained in step 4.2. To calculate the
coefficient μm, the main typical modes of loading
are considered (fig. 2). The calculations were
performed for pressures р=16 MPa, р1=20 MPa and
р2=25 MPa. The equivalent stress at p=16 MPa was
obtained at step 4.3.
The maximum stresses σ1max arising in the CВ
at the indicated pressure levels do not exceed the
elastic limit of bronze CuSn12, σе≈σ0.2=180 МPа,
therefore, the linear dependence for the function
σЕ(p) is valid. Therefore, it is possible to determine
σЕ at pressures р1 and р2 on the basis of a linear
relationship between pressure and stress without
using MKE:
σЕ1=σЕ∙р1/р=75.4∙20/16=94.2 MPa,
σЕ2=σЕ∙р2/р=75.4∙25/16=117.8 MPa.
At these pressures, the obtained values of the
coefficients μm are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Coefficients μm for typical loading modes CB
made of bronze CuSn12
Discharge pressure
Loading mode
16 МPа
20 МPа
25 МPа
Heavy
0.2067
0.2153
0.2157
Medium
0.1010
0.1059
0.1064
equiprobable
Medium normal
0.02800
0.03591
0.03687
Light
0.01279
0.01778
0.01864
Especially light
0.002375
0.003988 0.004566

The relative first principal stresses λi≤0.5 are
not damaging [12] and were not taken into account
when calculating the coefficient μm (4), therefore
the number of terms in formula (4) I≠const.
Calculations have shown that the error in the value
of μm does not exceed 1 % at a sampling step of
 ni N  =0.01.
4.5. Calculation by step e
The equivalent quantity of cycles (5) is
determined according to the parameters m and C
calculated for the zero cycle of the CB operation at
pressures of 16, 20 and 25 MPa.
10 C
10 24.04
NE =
=
= 1.996 108 cycles,
8.384
σm
75
.
4
E
N E1 =
NE2 =

10 C
σm
E1
10C

=

10 24.04
94.2

=

8.384

1024.04

= 3.087 10 7 cycles,

= 4.737  106 cycles.
8.384
σm
117
.
8
E2
For typical modes (k=1÷5), the results of
calculations of the lifetime NΣ according to the
formula (6) are given in Table 4.
Increasing the working pressure from 16 MPa to
25 MPa, i.e. approximately 1.5 times, leads to a
sharp decrease in the CB lifetime (50÷80 times).
In work [24], during the lifetime tests of the
APHM 210.25 for CB at a pressure of 18 MPa the
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value was set N E = 6.3  107 cycles . This pressure
determines
the
equivalent
stress
σЕ =75.4∙18/16=84.8 MPa. Calculation according to
the described method, formula (5), gives
10C
1024.04
N Е(18) = m =
= 7.453  107 cycles.
σ E 84.88.384
This result differs from the experimental one
[24] by 18 %, which is satisfactory for lifetime
prediction [11].
Table 4. Lifetime CB (bronze CuSn12), NΣ, million cycles
Lifetime at pressure p
Loading mode
16 МPа
20 МPа
25 МPа
Heavy
965.7
143.4
21.96
Medium
1976
291.5
44.52
equiprobable
Medium normal
7129
859.6
128.5
Light
15606
1736
254.1
Especially light
84042
7741
1037

At the nominal rotation frequency of the shaft of
the APHM 210.25, equal to n=3000 min–1, the CB
lifetime in hours is calculate using the formula
t = N  / (60  n ).
(18)
For typical loading modes, the results of
calculations according to (18) are given in Table 5.
Table 5. Lifetime CB (bronze CuSn12), tΣ, thousand hours
Lifetime at pressure p
Loading mode
16 МPа
20 МPа
25 МPа
Heavy
5.37
0.800
0.122
Medium
11.0
1.62
0.247
equiprobable
Medium normal
39.6
4.78
0.714
Light
86.7
9.65
1.41
Especially light
467
43.0
5.76

5. SOME WAYS TO INCREASE THE CB
LIFETIME ACCORDING BY FATIGUE
STRENGTH CRITERION
An increase in the resource can be achieved by
improving the design of the CB and increasing the
characteristics of the fatigue strength of the
material. Here are indicated a number of possible
ways.
5.1. Constructive methods
They are designed to reduce hazardous loads.
5.1.1. Application of hydraulic unloading
Flats are applied to the outer surface of the CB
in areas where high stresses are applied. The flats
are connected by radial channels with holes of
cylinders. Outside onto the CB a steel pressure
bandage is established. During the operation of the
APHM, the working fluid enters the cavities formed
between the flats and the bandage, providing a
reduction in hazardous stresses [25].
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5.1.2. Changing the quantity of axial cylinders
(pistons)
The ICP size tn at an arbitrary number of axial
cylinders nс and an outer wall thickness δ (fig. 3) is
determined by the formula


7
π
7
tп =  De − d7 
− 2δ  sin − d7 
. (19)


nс
nс

 nс
The CB of APHM 210.25 has the outer diameter
De=110 mm, the diameter of the axial holes
d7=25 mm, δ=7.5 mm, t7=5.37 mm. Calculations
using formula (19) for nс=5 and nс =9 give
t5=8.87 mm
and
t9=2.97 mm,
respectively.
Therefore, it is rational to reduce the number of
axial cylinders to nс=5, at which t5 takes a
maximum value. In the version of the CB design
with nс=5 a nominal pressure of p=16 MPa, the
maximum stresses are 46.7 MPa in the ICP, which
is 38.1 % less than in the case of nс=7. It should be
noted that a decrease in the number of cylinders
leads to an increase in pressure pulsation and may
be undesirable for some hydraulic units.

Fig. 5. Distribution of the first main stress in
the longitudinal section of the inter-cylinder
partition at a nominal pressure p=16 MPa in a
five-cylinder CB

5.1.3. Displacement of axes of axial cylinders
bores in the radial direction
The analysis of the performed calculation
indicates that the stresses in the serial CB are
distributed significantly unevenly: the stresses in
the outer walls of the axial holes are insignificant,
and their maximum occurs in the ICP, and similar
situation is observed in the five-cylinder CB (fig.
5). To reduce the maximum stresses, it proposed to
increase the thickness t of the ICP (fig. 3) by
increasing the radius Rc of the location of the axial
holes.
With an increase in Rc to 37.5 mm, the
maximum stresses in the ICP decrease by 30.3 %
[18] and, accordingly, the CB lifetime increases.

5.2. Technological methods
Designed are to increase the endurance limit of
the CB material.
5.2.1. Hardening of CuSn12 bronze by
hydroextrusion
This hardening of cylindrical billets intended for
the manufacture of CB was studied in [26]. Fatigue
strength tests corseting samples at a extrusion ratio
of 30 % show an increase in the endurance limit
from σ–1=110 MPa to σ–1=200 MPa, i.e. by 81.8 %.
5.2.2. Application of bimetal steel-bronze
An increase in the CB resource is achieved by
making it from steels that have higher fatigue
resistance characteristics than copper alloys. To
ensure wear resistance and reduce friction power
losses, the contact surfaces CB from steel are clad
with bronze or other antifriction materials [27, 28].
For example, it is proposed to use high-alloy
high-speed steel W18Cr4V, with the endurance
limit σ-1=270÷330 MPa. The given values of σ–1 are
the characteristics of smooth laboratory samples. It
is recommended to recalculate on a steel CB and
determine its resource according to the
methodology proposed in this work. The effect on
the lifetime of the facing antifriction material due to
its small thickness can be disregarded. Currently,
APHMs are manufactured with bimetallic CB by
Sauer–Danfoss, Parker, Bosch Rexroth, Linde, etc.
This allows you to increase the working pressure up
to 48 MPa. It should be noted that the application of
bimetallic CB is possible with the developed
technology of their manufacture and operation, in
case of violation of which the detachment of the
antifriction coating is possible [29, 30].
5.2.3. The use of high strength copper alloys
For brass Zn28Mn3Co2 (ultimate strength
σu=595 MPa,
conditional
yield
strength
σ0.2=413 MPa), fatigue resistance tests of corset and
notched samples were performed [31], the fatigue
limits were established σ −1С = 230 MPa and
σ −1V = 140 MPa , respectively. The endurance limit
σ0D=226 MPa was calculated for CB using formula
(14), which is 2.2 times higher than the values for
CuSn12. The calculation results for typical modes
(k=1÷5) are performed according to formulas (4),
(6) and (18) and are presented in Tables 6÷8.
Table 6. Coefficients μm for typical loading conditions
CB made of brass Zn28Mn3Co2
Discharge pressure
Loading mode
20 МPа
25 МPа 40 МPа
Heavy
0
0.0283
0.1347
Medium equiprobable
0
0.0313
0.0737
Medium normal
0
0
0.0182
Light
0
0
0.00708
Especially light
0
0
0.00114
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Table 7. Lifetime CB (brass Zn28Mn3Co2), NΣ, million
cycles
Lifetime at pressure p
Loading mode
20 МPа
25 МPа
40 МPа
Heavy
Not limited
2.86∙106 1.656∙103
Medium
Not limited
2.58∙106 3.045∙103
equiprobable
Medium normal Not limited Not limited 1.233∙104
Light
Not limited Not limited 3.170∙104
Especially light Not limited Not limited 1.956∙105
Table 8. Lifetime CB (brass Zn28Mn3Co2), tΣ, thousand
hours
Lifetime at pressure p
Loading mode
20 МPа
25 МPа
40 МPа
Heavy
Not limited
15883
9.3
Medium
Not limited
14360
16.9
equiprobable
Medium normal Not limited Not limited
68.5
Light
Not limited Not limited
176.1
Especially light Not limited Not limited
1094

Also promising are high-strength copper alloys
CuNi20Mn20, CuNi7SiCr with an endurance limit
σ −1 = 300 MPa
of
[32],
Cu-Ni-Al
with
σ −1 = 200  290 MPa

[33]

and

CuCrZr

with

σ −1 = 170 MPa [27].

6. DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH RESULTS
A method is proposed for assessing the lifetime
of parts operating under unsteady cyclic loading,
based on the provisions of the statistical theory of
similarity of fatigue fracture. In the calculation, the
transition from the fatigue curve of the specimens
to the fatigue curve of the part is performed and the
equivalent number of cycles NE (5) is determined,
corresponding to the mode with constant stress
σ1max. Described is a calculation method for
determining the equivalence coefficient by cycles
μm, using the parameter m of the fatigue curve of
the part without taking into account stresses at
which damage does not accumulate. Based on the
obtained values of NE and μm, the calculated
lifetime of the part NΣ are determined.
The developed method for assessing the
resource of structural elements by the fatigue
resistance criterion was used to analyze the
operation the CB of APHM.
It was found that for a serial hydraulic machine
210.25 with a nominal pressure of p=16 MPa, the
lifetime under any loading conditions is more than
5000 hours. When pressure is forcing, the lifetime
sharply decreases, in proportion to the value of p9
(Table 5).Therefore, the use of APHM 210.25 at
elevated p values is not recommended.
With an increase in the working pressure, two
directions of increasing the CB lifetime are
proposed: constructive and technological. The
purpose of the first direction is to reduce the level
of dangerous stresses by improving the design. The
proposed methods make it possible to reduce the
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maximum stresses in the CB by 30÷38 %. As a
result, when forcing pressure p to 25 MPa under
heavy loading, the lifetime increases from
122 hours to 7000÷22000 hours. The purpose of the
second direction is to increase the endurance limit
of CB by strengthening traditional tin bronze, using
high-strength copper alloys, or using a steel–bronze
bimetal. CB made by such methods can operate at
pressures up to 40 MPa and even higher (Table 8).
In addition to the performed calculations, it will
be expedient to investigate the possibility of
increasing the operating pressure of the APHM by
combining the two indicated directions of the CB
modernization.
The lifetime calculations in this work are
performed in a deterministic form. If is need a
statistical analysis, can use the techniques from [14,
34].
7. CONCLUSIONS
The possibility of assessing the lifetime of a part
by the criterion of fatigue strength at the design
stage is shown. The calculation is based on the
provisions of the fatigue fracture similarity theory
and includes:
▪ a testing samples from the material of the part
(at least two series with different stress
concentrators for each) and determining their
endurance limits;
▪ the calculation of the characteristics of the
stress-strain state in the vicinity of the possible
failure of the part at a given loading;
▪ a cyclogram of variable loading.
To verification of proposed method, a
calculation of the resource of a part of a complex
configuration (a block of cylinders of an axial
piston hydraulic machine) was performed and its
results were compared with the known field tests of
this part [24].
Some technological and constructive methods of
modernization of the CB, which significantly
increase its service life, have been investigated.
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